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With the coming of knowledge economy, the production and management mode of 
enterprises have changed greatly which are induced by the rapidly development of 
modern computer technology, information technology and network technology. Network 
and business management software outspread use in enterprises has brought about a 
profound influence in the aspect of enterprise’s management, which will trigger an 
uttermost management revolution later on. Referring to numerous medium and small 
enterprises, how to reduce operation cost and improve action ability on market by 
standardized management and information sharing has become a problem relating to 
enterprises' survival. However, business management software can resolve these 
problems effectively as an advanced tool of managing ideas and information. 
Around the construction of retail chain system, this dissertation firstly introduces the 
development of chain enterprises in china, and analyses the implement of informatization 
in China simply. Then introduce the base situation of the development technique and 
development platform. After that, according to the requirements analysis, we build 
models of system's usecase and database, in the end done the development of system.  
The system adopts three-tier B/S application mode and software developing mode 
based on framework. The proposed designing plan and technology of chain information 
management system in this essay is a certain of instructiveness, which adopt to medium 
and small enterprises’ characteristics and need. The company has been promoted to 
improve efficiency and manage business better by successful developing and application 
of this system, and is shall have a good application prospect. 
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